



F. Geminiani - Ornamentation

( Trill )

























( Messa

 di Voce )












(Mordent, Pincé)



( Vibrato / Tremolo )

( Vibrato )











                   A superior Appoggiatura (swelling the sound), Turn Shake, Holding the Note





	 	 	 	 A superior Appoggiatura, Turn Shake




                          A superior Appoggiatura (swelling the sound) , hold the note, plain shake





	 	 	 	 	 Beat, hold note, turn shake


 

 

	 	






	 


                                                     Hold note, Beat, Turn Shake

 




	 	 	 	 	 Hold note, Beat, Hold note





	 	 	 	 Turn Shake, Hold Note, Turn Shake





	 Hold Note, Turn Shake, Superior Appoggiatura (Swelling the sound), Appoggiatura


	 	

	 	






	 	 	 	 Hold Note, Turn Shake, Anticipation with Beat




	 	 	 	 Beat, Turn Shake, Hold Note.




                                             Hold Note, Turn Shake, Hold Note







	 	 


	  Inferior Appoggiatura, Hold Note, Turn Shake, Anticipation with Swelling the Sound
 

 



	 	 	 Hold Note, Separation with Turn Shake, Turn Shake







	 	 


a) Sup. Appoggiatura, Hold Note, Beat, Hold Note, Turn Shake, Anticipation with swelling the 
Sound


b) Inf. Appoggiatura, Beat, Staccato


c) Sup. Appoggiatura with swelling the note, Turn Shake, Separation with Turn Shake, Beat, 
Staccato


Ornament How / When Affect
Plain Shake

(Trill)

Proper for quick movements

Turn Shake Quick and long ————————————


Short and continue the length of the note 
plain and soft —————————————

Gaiety


The most tender passions.

Sup. 
Appoggiatura

Long, give more than 1/2 the length of the 
note, observing to swell the sound by 
degrees and towards the end to force the 
bow a little.

Love, Affection, Pleasure, Pleasant effect

Inf.

Appoggiatura

More confine, only be made when melody 
rises the interval of second or thirds, 
making a beat on the following note.

Love, Affection, Pleasure, Pleasant effect
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Holding a Note To be used often to help the melody and 
pure notes to be heard from Beats, 
Shakes…

Staccato Rest, Taking a Breath, Change a word

Swelling and 
Softening the 
Sound

(Messa di 
Voce)

Great Beauty and Variety in the Melody

Piano and 
Forte

Will produce the same effect as an Orator 
raising or falling his voice

Anticipation When the melody rises or descends a 
second or a third

To vary the melody without altering its 
intention.

Separation When a note rises or descends a second 
or a third

To vary the melody / Tenderness

Beat 

(Mordent)

Strength and continued long ——————-


Less Strong and shorter ————————-


Soft and swell the note ————————-


Short and swelling the note gently ———-

Fury, Anger, Resolution


Mirth, Satisfaction 


Horror, Fear, Grief, Lamentation


Affection and Pleasure

Close Shake

(Vibrato)

You must press the finger strongly upon 
the string of the instrument and move the 
wrist in and out slowly and equally.


When it continued swelling the sound by 
degrees, drawing the bow nearer to the 
bridge ending very strong ———————-


Making it shorter, lower and softer ———-


Made in short notes makes it agreeable 
and should be used as often as possible —

Majesty, Dignity


Affliction, Fear


agreeable 



 F. Geminiani



